Light is essential to life! How many of us have experienced a blackout? Or lived in a country without electricity? Most likely you search for light….maybe a flashlight or a candle to bring light into the darkness.

And so with our own lives, we need light and this program of Nancy’s will enable us to reflect on people, places and things that give light to our inner being. We invite you to search in this week and be guided by Pope Francis’s by *Gaudete et Exsultate* and the Biblical tradition. The focus will be an exploration of what it means to be faithful in the radically changing context of our current time, a time of new challenges where the old answers limp and new ways are being explored. The hoped for outcome is that participants will hear these resources not just with their ears but with their whole beings. The reflection will include time for presentations, contemplation and sharing. Participants are asked to read *Gaudete et Exsultate* before they arrive and to bring a copy with them.

We look forward to having you with us for these five days. Fees: $60 registration and $200 for tuition for the program. Please visit our web site today.